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We present several results relating to the contraction of generic tensor networks and discuss their
application to the simulation of quantum many-body systems using variational approaches based
upon tensor network states. Given a closed tensor network T , we prove that if the environment of
a single tensor from the network can be evaluated with computational cost κ, then the environment
of any other tensor from T can be evaluated with identical cost κ. Moreover, we describe how
the set of all single tensor environments from T can be simultaneously evaluated with fixed cost
3κ. The usefulness of these results, which are applicable to a variety of tensor network methods, is
demonstrated for the optimization of a Multi-scale Entanglement Renormalization Ansatz (MERA)
for the ground state of a 1D quantum system, where they are shown to substantially reduce the
computation time.

PACS numbers: 05.30.-d, 02.70.-c, 75.10.Jm, 04.60.Pp

I. INTRODUCTION

Tensor network states have proven to be indispensable
tools for the numerical simulation of quantum many body
systems, and are becoming increasingly important as a
framework for their theoretical understanding. Intro-
duced two decades ago, White’s Density Matrix Renor-
malization Group (DMRG) algorithm,1 which may be
viewed as a variational algorithm for the optimization
of the Matrix Product State (MPS) Ansatz,2 remains
today the preferred numerical method for one dimen-
sional quantum systems. In more recent times new tensor
network states have been introduced which offer the po-
tential for scalable simulation of two dimensional quan-
tum systems, including Projected Entangled Pair States
(PEPS)3,4 and the 2D Multi-scale Entanglement Renor-
malization Ansatz (MERA).5,6 However, these more re-
cently introduced tensor network states suffer from the
twin drawbacks that they are labour-intensive to imple-
ment, and computationally expensive to optimize. In
this manuscript we present several results on the contrac-
tion of tensor networks which assist in alleviating both
of these problems.
Let T be a closed tensor network (i.e. a network which

evaluates to a scalar) on N tensors {A1, A2, . . . , AN},
such as depicted in Fig. 1(a). One can obtain an open

tensor network from T by removing a single tensor Ai

from the network, leaving the indices that were connected
to this tensor unsummed. This open network evaluates
to a tensor ΓAi

of the same dimension as the removed
tensor,7

|ΓAi
| = |Ai| , (1)

which we call the environment of Ai [Fig. 1(b)]. The
computation of such environments is crucial to the imple-
mentation of many tensor network algorithms, including
variational optimization of both the PEPS and MERA
Ansätze discussed above, and typically large numbers of

environments are calculated from each closed network. In
this manuscript we show that all environments computed
from a single closed tensor network may be obtained at
equal computational cost, and introduce a systematic and
efficient method for computing multiple environment ten-
sors from a single closed network which significantly out-
performs the näıeve calculation of each environment in
turn.
We begin in Sec. II by providing a more detailed de-

scription of the role played by calculation of the envi-
ronment, in the context of a variational algorithm for
the ground state energy of a Hamiltonian. No assump-
tions are made about the structure of this tensor net-
work, which may be one-, two-, or higher-dimensional.
This is followed in Sec. III by an overview of the re-
sults which will be demonstrated in this paper, providing
both context and objective for the more detailed analy-
sis of network contraction techniques and costs presented
in Sec. IV. Numerical demonstrations of the efficacy of
these techniques are provided in Sec. VI.

II. ROLE OF THE ENVIRONMENT

A common application of tensor network methods is to
find (or approximate) a description of the ground state

of a lattice Hamiltonian Ĥ ∈ L in terms of a tensor net-
work state |ψ〉. In order to approximate the ground state

of Ĥ , the tensors that define the state |ψ〉 will typically

be chosen to minimize the energy, E = 〈ψ|Ĥ |ψ〉. This
is commonly achieved by performing variational updates
on a single tensor at a time, with the replacement tensor
being chosen to minimise the energy under the assump-
tion that the rest of the network is held constant. The
single tensor update procedure is sequentially applied to
all distinct tensors of the network, with this process be-
ing termed a variational sweep, and variational sweeps
are iterated until the approximation to the ground state

http://arxiv.org/abs/1310.8023v2
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FIG. 1. COLOR ONLINE. (a) An example closed tensor net-
work, here consisting of tensors {A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7},
evaluates to a scalar B under contraction of its internal in-
dices. (b) An open tensor network is obtained by removing
A1 from the closed network in diagram (a); this open net-
work evaluates to a tensor ΓA1

that we call the environment
of A1. (c) An open tensor network, here consisting of ten-
sors {A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7}, describes a quantum state

|ψ〉 on the lattice L. (d) Given the Hamiltonian Ĥ defined

on L, the closed tensor network 〈ψ|Ĥ |ψ〉 evaluates to the en-

ergy E of the tensor network state |ψ〉 with regards to Ĥ.
(e) The environment ΓA1

of tensor A1 from the closed tensor

network 〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉 is evaluated. (f) The environment ΓA1
and

tensor A1 are contracted to give the energy of state |ψ〉. (g) A
closed tensor network representing the overlap 〈φ|ψ〉 of two
tensor network states |φ〉 and |ψ〉. (h) The environment ΓA1

of tensor A1 from the closed tensor network in diagram (g) is
evaluated.

is satisfactorily converged.

To illustrate this approach let L be a lattice of n sites,
each associated with a Hilbert space V of finite dimen-
sion d. Then an open tensor network T composed of
tensors {A1, A2, . . . , AN}, with n open d-dimensional in-
dices, describes a quantum state |ψ〉 on L; see Fig. 1(c).
To variationally optimize a single tensor Ai one may first
compute its environment ΓAi

from 〈ψ|Ĥ |ψ〉 [Fig. 1(d)-
(e)]. Then, recognizing that the scalar product of tensor
Ai with its environment ΓAi

corresponds to the energy

[Fig. 1(f)], a new tensor A′
i is chosen to replace Ai such

that A′
i minimizes the product A′

i ΓAi
, subject to the

normalization constraint 〈ψ|ψ〉 = 1. Note that 〈ψ|Ĥ |ψ〉
forms a closed tensor network.8

Depending on the algorithm being employed the up-
dated tensor A′

i may be determined in a number of ways,
for example through the singular value decomposition
of ΓAi

,9 or through more sophisticated numerical tech-
niques such as the method of steepest descent. In practice
the precise details of the construction of A′

i are unimpor-
tant to the present discussion, save for the observation
that this variational optimization process is almost en-
tirely based upon the computation of single tensor en-
vironments from a closed tensor network (or for some
algorithms, a finite set of closed tensor networks). This
strategy is widely used as the preferred means of optimiz-
ing the MERA, whereas DMRG uses a slightly different,
but related, strategy.2

Another operation often performed as part of a ten-
sor network algorithm is the approximation of one ten-
sor network state by another tensor network state hav-
ing a different tensor structure; this type of operation
may sometimes be required in imaginary-time and real-
time evolution algorithms, or in the evaluation of proper-
ties such as entanglement entropy from a tensor network
state.3,4,10–18 Given a tensor network T0 representing a
state |φ〉, one might seek to optimize a structurally differ-
ent tensor network T1 to best approximate |φ〉. That is,
given that tensor network T1 represents a state |ψ〉, the
objective is to vary the tensors in T1 so as to maximize the
overlap 〈φ|ψ〉, represented graphically in Fig. 1(g). Sim-
ilar to the energy minimization scheme described above,
the overlap may be maximized by iteratively updating
single tensors so as to increase the numerical value as-
sociated with Fig. 1(g). Once again, a robust varia-
tional method for updating tensor Ai from T1 may be
constructed which is based around computation of the
environment ΓAi

from the closed tensor network 〈φ|ψ〉,
as shown in Fig. 1(h).
Given the important role played by environment ten-

sors in many tensor network algorithms, it is desireable
that the computation of these objects ΓAi

should proceed
in a computationally efficient fashion. The results intro-
duced in the following sections serve to simplify and make
more efficient the evaluation of these single tensor envi-
ronments from a closed tensor network, and thus these
results have applications towards improving the perfor-
mance of simulation algorithms for a number of different
tensor network Ansätze. In Sec. V the usefulness of these
results is explicitly demonstrated for optimization of a
MERA representing the ground state of a 1D quantum
system.

III. SURVEY OF RESULTS

Let T be a closed tensor network of N tensors
{A1, A2, . . . , AN}. The main results of this manuscript
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are as follows:

Theorem 1. We prove that if the environment ΓAi
of

one tensor Ai can be evaluated from T with a total com-
putational cost κ, then the environment ΓAj

of any other
tensor Aj from T can be computed with exactly the same
cost κ. This proof is constructive: if the contraction or-
der for evaluating the environment ΓAi

with computa-
tional cost κ is known, then we describe how contraction
orders can be identified for the evaluation of any other
environment ΓAj

for 1 ≤ j ≤ N with the same cost κ.
It follows that if κmin is the minimal cost for evaluating
ΓAi

, i.e. the cost resulting from contraction according to
some optimal sequence, then this is also the minimal cost
for evaluating any other environment ΓAj

for 1 ≤ j ≤ N .
(The problem of identifying the optimal cost κmin and an
associated contraction sequence is addressed in Ref. 19.)

Theorem 2. If the environment ΓAi
of one tensor

Ai can be evaluated with a total computational cost
κmin, we show that the set of all single tensor environ-
ments {ΓA1

,ΓA2
, . . . ,ΓAN

} can be simultaneously eval-
uated from T with a total computational cost of 3κmin.
Again, this result is constructive. By comparison, if one
were to compute each environment separately then The-
orem 1 would imply a näıeve total cost of Nκmin.

IV. CONTRACTION OF TENSOR NETWORKS

A. Overview

Preparatory to proving the results of the previous sec-
tion, it is first necessary to discuss the practical means
by which a closed tensor network may be contracted to a
scalar and the computational cost of doing so. It can be
shown that the optimal strategy for contracting a tensor
network is through a sequence of pairwise contractions,19

where each pairwise contraction involves summing the in-
dices connecting two tensors to obtain a new tensor. We
use a bracket notation to denote the pairwise contraction
of two tensors, such that B1 = (A1, A2) represents the
contraction of tensors A1 and A2 to give a new tensor
B1 [Fig. 2(a)]. It is frequently convenient to express a
pairwise tensor contraction in the form of a matrix mul-
tiplication, combining all indices not being summed over
into a single index on each tensor, and similarly for all
indices being summed over. In the example of Fig. 2(a)
tensor A1 has two indices and tensorA2 has three indices,
labelled as shown in the figure, and contraction of these
two tensors corresponds to evaluation of the product

(B1)αγδ =
∑

β

(A1)αβ (A2)βγδ . (2)

Combining indices γ and δ (of dimensions |γ| and |δ|
respectively) into a single index ǫ of dimension |γ| × |δ|
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FIG. 2. COLOR ONLINE. (a) Two tensors A1 and A2 are
contracted to give a new single tensor B1. The indices labelled
α, β, γ, and δ have dimensions |α|, |β|, |γ|, and |δ| respec-
tively. Following Eq. (4), the computational cost of perform-
ing this contraction is cost : (A1, A2) = χ13χ12χ24χ25. (b) A
contraction tree representing the tensor contraction from di-
agram (a). (c) A closed tensor network T is contracted to a
scalar B6 following a sequence of pairwise tensor contractions
(indicated by dashed ovals). (d) Representation of the tensor
contractions of diagram (c) as a contraction tree. Edges of
the graph represent tensors, and vertices of the tree represent
the contraction of two tensors to give a new tensor. The open
edges represent the original tensors of the network T , while
internal edges represent the tensors obtained during interme-
diate stages of the contraction. The root vertex, depicted as a
square, represents the contraction of two tensors into a scalar,
denoted B6.

permits this process to be written in the form of a matrix
multiplication

(B1)αǫ =
∑

β

(A1)αβ (A2)βǫ . (3)
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The computational cost of performing such a contraction
typically scales as the number of multiplication opera-
tions which must be performed, here |α|× |β|× |ǫ|. More
generally, for two arbitrary tensors Ai and Aj , if the total
dimension of all indices connecting these two tensors is
denoted χij , then it follows that

cost : (Ai, Aj) =
|Ai| |Aj |

χij

. (4)

Any closed tensor network of N tensors can be reduced
to a scalar through a series ofN−1 pairwise contractions;
in Fig. 2(c), for example, a closed tensor network of seven
tensors A1, . . . , A7 is reduced to a scalar B6 through the
sequence of pairwise contractions

B6 = (((A5, A6) , ((A1, A4) , A2)) , (A3, A7)) . (5)

As is discussed in Ref. 19, the total cost for contract-
ing a tensor network such as this will in general depend
on the sequence in which these pairwise contractions are
performed, with some sequences being computationally
more expensive than others. Finding an optimal se-
quence of contractions, i.e. one with the smallest possible
computational cost, is a difficult problem which is fre-
quently best handled by automated search algorithms.19

When considering the evaluation of a given tensor net-
work, it is useful to represent a particular sequence of
pairwise contractions in the form of a contraction tree as
shown in Fig. 2(b)-(d). A contraction tree is a rooted,
unbalanced binary tree (a binary tree where the depth
of the subtrees from each node may differ), with arrows
directing each edge from the child to the parent node
(i.e. describing a flow towards the root, the exact oppo-
site of an arborescence). Edges of the tree are representa-
tive of tensors, with edges at maximal depth representing
the initial tensors of the network and internal edges rep-
resenting tensors obtained in intermediate stages of the
contraction. Each vertex of the tree represents the con-
traction of a pair of tensors; the root vertex of the tree
represents the contraction of two tensors into the scalar,
while all other vertices, which we refer to as ternary ver-
tices, represent the contraction of the two tensors repre-
sented by the incoming edges into the new tensor repre-
sented by the outgoing edge.

B. Three tensor permutation relation

Consider a closed tensor network T of three tensors
{A1, A2, A3}, as shown in Fig. 3(a), where tensor pairs
Ai and Aj are connected by a single index of dimension
χij . This network can be contracted to a scalar (through
a sequence of two pairwise contractions) in three non-
equivalent ways. The total computational costs of these
contractions are:

cost : ((A1, A2) , A3) = χ12χ13χ23 + χ13χ23

cost : ((A1, A3) , A2) = χ12χ13χ23 + χ12χ23

cost : ((A2, A3) , A1) = χ12χ13χ23 + χ12χ13.

(6)
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FIG. 3. COLOR ONLINE. (a) A closed tensor network T of
three tensors {Ai, A2, A3}, with χij representing the dimen-
sion of the index connecting tensors Ai and Aj . (b) Contrac-
tion trees representing three different ways to contract the
network of diagram (a) to a scalar. Each of these contrac-
tion orders has the same leading order cost [see Eq. (6)]—the
costs differ only in the contraction at the root vertex, which is
never greater than that associated with the preceding ternary
vertex. (c) Two contraction trees that differ only within the
dotted circles (relating to the contraction order of their final
three tensors). The result from diagram (b) implies that the
cost associated with each of these contraction orders differs
only in the contraction at the root vertex (represented by the
square).

Notice that the three contractions orders, whose corre-
sponding contraction trees are depicted in Fig. 3(b), only
differ in the cost of the second contraction which brings
two tensors into a scalar, and that these costs are always
less than or equal to the cost of the first contraction. The
cost of the first pairwise contraction is the same across
all three contraction orders:

cost : (A1, A2) = cost : (A1, A3) = cost : (A2, A3)

= χ12χ13χ23.
(7)

We call this result, which allows us to change the con-
traction order of closed network of three tensors without
affecting the leading order contraction cost, the three ten-
sor permutation relation; this relation will be of key im-
portance in deriving the main results of this manuscript.

C. Contraction tree families

In this section we use the three tensor permutation
relation to derive a similar result for networks with a
larger number of tensors N . This result is then used to
establish a notion of a contraction tree family.
Let C be a contraction tree that contracts a network T

of N tensors to a scalar for some cost κ+ǫ (where ǫ is the
cost of the final contraction of tree C, associated with the
root vertex). We choose one of the vertices adjacent to
the root vertex to represent the penultimate contraction
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performed during the contraction sequence described by
tree C. Now, let us change the order of the final two
contractions in C (which together contract three tensors
to a scalar) in order to obtain a different contraction
tree C′. An example is given in Fig. 3(c); notice that this
change in contraction order can be envisioned as ‘shifting’
the location of the root vertex on the contraction tree
from one edge of a trivalent vertex to another.
By the three tensor permutation relation (6), the cost

of contracting T in accordance with C′ is κ + ǫ′ (where
ǫ′ is the cost of the final contraction of tree C′). Com-
paring this with the cost of κ + ǫ for tree C, the cost of
contracting T according to either C or C′ is thus seen to
differ only by the costs of the final contractions associ-
ated with the root vertices. (Notice also that this cost
is necessarily less than or equal to that of the preced-
ing contraction represented by the trivalent vertex of the
contraction tree.)
This shifting of the root vertex may be applied re-

peatedly in order to obtain further different contraction
trees. We say that any two contraction trees which are
related by one or more shifts of the root vertex, such
as C and C′ described above, belong to the same family.
Since a contraction tree for a tensor network of N ten-
sors has 2N − 3 distinct edges on which the root vertex
may be positioned, there are 2N − 3 contraction trees
{C1, C2, . . . , C2N−3} in each such family. By the argu-
ments given above, each tree Ci describes a contraction
of network T to a scalar for total cost κ+ ǫi, where κ is
a fixed cost specific to the family and ǫi is the cost for
the final (root vertex) contraction of tree Ci. The value
of ǫi may be different for each member of the family.

D. Proof of Theorem 1

With the notion of families of contraction trees now es-
tablished, the proof of Theorem 1 follows easily. Consider
a closed tensor network T of N tensors {A1, A2, . . . , AN}
and assume C1 is a contraction tree which performs a
contraction of the network to yield environment ΓA1

at
a cost κ, before finally contracting tensor A1 with its en-
vironment, (A1,ΓA1

). This implies that the root vertex
of C1 is directly connected to the edge associated with
tensor A1, as in the example depicted in Fig.4(a). The
final contraction at the root vertex, which evaluates the
scalar of the closed network, does not need to be per-
formed if one is interested only in obtaining ΓA1

. Now
let Ci be the contraction tree in the same family as C1
where the root vertex is directly connected to the edge
associated with tensor Ai. In the contraction order spec-
ified by Ci the final step in contracting the network to a
scalar would be (Ai,ΓAi

), and thus the cost of obtaining
ΓAi

, which arises from performing all of the contractions
except that at the root vertex, is also exactly κ (as, by
assumption, the contraction trees C1 and Ci belong to the
same family). Since this argument holds for any tensor
Ai, it proves Theorem 1: If the environment of one ten-
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(a) (b)contraction tree: contraction tree:

FIG. 4. COLOR ONLINE. (a) A contraction tree C1 that
could be used to evaluate the environment ΓA1

of tensor A1

(by performing all contractions excluding that associated with
the root vertex). (b) A contraction tree C2 that could be
used to evaluate the environment ΓA2

of tensor A2. Since
both contraction trees are in the same family, it follows that
the cost of contracting for ΓA1

is identical to that of ΓA2
.

Notice that the contractions associated with vertices V1, V2

and V5 represent identical binary tensor contractions in both
C1 and C2; it follows that, in the evaluation of both ΓA1

and
ΓA2

together, these binary tensor contractions need only be
performed once and the result may be reused.

sor can be constructed for a computational cost κ then
any of the other environments may also be constructed
for the same cost κ.
Moreover, if one identifies an optimal (lowest cost) con-

traction tree Copt
i for evaluating one particular single ten-

sor environment, ΓAi
, with the cost of this evaluation

being κmin, then this result guarantees that there exists
a contraction tree in the same family as Copt

i which gives
an optimal contraction order for any other environment
ΓAj

, also at cost κmin. This proof is in two parts: First,
by the argument presented above there necessarily exists
a tree Copt

j in the same family as Copt
i which permits the

evaluation of ΓAj
for cost κmin. Second, suppose there

existed a contraction tree C′ opt
j permitting calculation of

ΓAj
for a cost κ′min < κmin. Then there would necessarily

exist a tree in the same family as C′ opt
j permitting cal-

culation of ΓAi
for cost κ′min, in contradiction with the

earlier statement that Copt
i represents an optimal (mini-

mum cost) contraction sequence for the construction of
ΓAi

. Consequently κmin is necessarily also the minimum

cost for construction of ΓAj
, and thus Copt

j is necessarily
an optimal tree for construction of ΓAj

.

E. Proof of Theorem 2

During a single iteration of a variational optimization
algorithm, in which all unique tensors of the tensor net-
work state are updated, one typically computes multiple
environments from the same closed tensor network (or
set of closed tensor networks). In this section we show
how, by recycling the intermediate tensors that arise in
the contractions, multiple environments can be efficiently
computed in accordance with Theorem 2.
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Let T be a closed tensor network composed of N ten-
sors {A1, A2, . . . , AN}, and let C1 be a contraction tree
which yields environment ΓA1

at a cost κ. As in the
previous section, we define Ci to be the contraction tree
in the same family as C1 where the root vertex is di-
rectly connected to the edge associated with tensor Ai.
Imagine that we would like to compute the set of en-
vironments for all tensors {ΓA1

,ΓA2
, . . . ,ΓAN

}; näıevely
this could be achieved with total cost Nκ by contract-
ing T using each of the contraction trees {C1, C2, . . . , CN}.
In practice, however, identical binary tensor contractions
will occur repeatedly during the evaluation of the differ-
ent contraction trees Ci, as shown for example in Fig. 4,
and the total cost of the set of contractions may be sig-
nificantly reduced if repetition of previously-performed
tensor contractions is avoided. One strategy to achieve
this reduction is as follows: Let us imagine contracting
T according to each tree in the family {C1, C2, . . . , CN} in
sequence. The intermediate tensors resulting from each
contraction are stored in memory, and each binary ten-
sor contraction is performed only if it has not already
been performed in one of the preceding contractions of
T (otherwise the result of the contraction is reused from
memory). We now argue that, by following this strategy
of recycling intermediate tensors, the complete set of en-
vironments {ΓA1

,ΓA2
, . . . ,ΓAN

} may be evaluated for a
total cost of 3κ.

In order to compute the cost of evaluating all environ-
ments (while employing intermediate tensor recycling) we
must first identify all unique contractions which appear
when evaluating tensor network T according to the set
of trees {C1, C2, . . . , CN}. Let the N − 2 trivalent vertices
in tree C1 be labeled V1, . . . ,VN−2. As each contraction
tree in the family may be thought to differ only in the
location of the root vertex and in the orientations of the
directed edges, we may therefore also use the same labels
V1, . . . ,VN−2 to label corresponding trivalent vertices in
every member of {C1, C2, . . . , CN}; again see Fig.4. In
each tree Ci a given vertex Vk will have two incoming
edges and one outgoing edge, where the configuration of
these orientations may vary between trees. If a triva-
lent vertex Vk has the same configuration in two of these
trees Ci and Cj then it is seen to represent the same bi-
nary tensor contraction in each instance. This follows
from the identification of contraction trees as directed
acyclic graphs: if the edges meeting at a trivalent vertex
Vk have the same orientations in two trees Ci and Cj , then
the portions of the trees connected to the inbound edges
must likewise exhibit the same orientations. Thus these
branches will correspond to the same sequences of tensor
contractions, yielding the same tensors on the inbound
edges of Vk. It therefore follows that if the orientations
of the edges meeting at Vk match, then vertex Vk rep-
resents exactly the same pairwise tensor contraction in
both Ci and Cj .

Each vertex V1, . . . ,VN−2 appears in each of its three
possible configurations in at least one of the trees
{C1, C2, . . . , CN}, and thus the set of unique binary con-

tractions (required to evaluate all single tensor environ-
ments) are those corresponding to the trivalent vertices
V1, . . . ,VN−2 in each of their three configurations of in-
coming and outgoing edges.
Now that we have identified the unique contractions

which appear when evaluating T according to the set
of trees {C1, C2, . . . , CN}, it remains only to compute the
cost of evaluating these unique contractions. Whereas
calculation of a single environment involves the con-
traction of each trivalent vertex in a single configura-
tion for a cost of κ, the calculation of all environments
{ΓA1

,ΓA2
, . . . ,ΓAN

}, requires evaluation of each triva-
lent vertex in each of the three possible configurations.
By the three tensor permutation relation (6) the cost of
evaluating the binary contraction associated with a given
trivalent vertex Vk is independent of its configuration of
incoming and outgoing edges, and the cost of computing
all of the environments is therefore exactly 3κ. Note that
if one was interested in only computing some, and not all,
of the single tensor environments from network T then
this could be achieved for a cost between κ and 3κ.

V. EXAMPLE APPLICATION: 1D MERA

Let us now examine how Theorem 2 may be applied
to improve the efficiency and performance of variational
tensor network algorithms, both in general and for the
specific case of the binary 1D MERA.
Assume |ψ〉 is a tensor network state on a lattice L,

consisting of N tensors {A1, A2, . . . , AN} that we want
to optimize to approximate the ground state of a Hamil-
tonian Ĥ on L. Let us consider two different optimization
strategies:

(i) In the first strategy, computation of an environ-
ment ΓAi

is followed immediately by update of ten-
sor Ai using this environment. The calculation of
subsequent environments then makes use of the up-
dated version of tensorAi. A variational sweep con-
sists of the consecutive iteration of this procedure
for i ranging from 1 to N .

(ii) In the second strategy, one computes the entire
set of environments {ΓA1

,ΓA2
, . . . ,ΓAN

} simulta-
neously, then updates all tensors {A1, A2, . . . , AN}
simultaneously.

Using the first strategy the cost per variational sweep
may be as high as Nκ, with κ being the cost for com-
puting a single environment. Using the second strategy,
Theorem 2 implies a cost per sweep of at most 3κ, poten-
tially reducing the computation time per sweep by O(N).
Although this cost saving is significant, the simultane-

ous evaluation of environments employed in approach (ii)
is not without potential drawbacks. During the sequen-
tial update procedure described in approach (i), the en-
vironment computed for a given tensor Ai incorporates
changes already made to tensors other than Ai earlier
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in the sweep, whereas it is not in general feasible to in-
corporate such changes into environments under the si-
multaneous update approach. One may therefore expect
a tensor network algorithm to require fewer iterations
to converge when employing the sequential update ap-
proach, and also to converge more smoothly as fewer pa-
rameters are changed at once. In addition, more memory
is required for storage of intermediate tensors during si-
multaneous computation of environments and this could
be significant in memory-limited calculations.
We compare the two strategies for the optimization of

a 1D binary MERA for a 1D Hamiltonian

Ĥ =
∑

r

ĥ[r,r+1,r+2] (8)

where ĥ[r,r+1,r+2] is a 3-site operator acting on lattice
sites r, r+1, and r+2, and Ĥ is chosen to be translation-

invariant (i.e. all ĥ[r,r+1,r+2] identical). A translation-
invariant MERA is used to approximate the ground state,
in which each layer is defined by two distinct tensors
(an isometry w and disentangler u). The standard op-
timization sweep for MERA,9 which proceeds layer by
layer, is already structured in such a way as to recycle
intermediate tensors from different layers of the sweep.
(Specifically, this is achieved by computing the effective
Hamiltonian couplings and local reduced density matri-
ces at a given level τ of coarse graining, denoted hτ and
ρτ respectively in Ref. 9.)
Given that the standard MERA algorithm already re-

cycles intermediate tensors (to a limited degree) between
layers during the sweep, one can not expect to achieve a
performance increase of O(N) on applying the simulta-
neous update strategy. Nevertheless, Theorem 2 can still
be used to reduce the computation time for environments
within each layer. The optimization of tensors w and u
in any given layer of the MERA involves the calculation
of environments which arise from two distinct closed ten-
sor networks, depicted in Fig. 5(a)-(b). Environments
are constructed for each non-conjugated instance of the
disentangler u (two environments per diagram) and the
isometry w (three environments per diagram), while the
environments of the three-site Hamiltonian coupling and
reduced density matrix also need to be computed for later
use. (The calculation of these environments corresponds
to the “lowering” of ρτ+1 to lattice Lτ and the “lifting”
of hτ to lattice Lτ+1 respectively, as described in Ref. 9.)
Overall this requires the calculation of seven different sin-
gle tensor environments from each of the closed tensor
networks, as indicated in Fig. 5(a)-(b).
Figures 5(c)-(d) compare convergence rate and com-

putation time for the 1D critical Ising model under the
two different optimization strategies. In Fig. 5(c) it is
seen that, in order for the Ansatz to converge to a given
level of accuracy, the implementation performing simul-
taneous computation of environments requires more iter-
ations than does the implementation performing sequen-
tial computation. However, since each iteration of the
simultaneous computation algorithm takes roughly half

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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FIG. 5. (a)-(b) The two closed tensor networks that arise in
the optimization of a 1D binary MERA.9 The dotted ovals
indicate the single tensor environments that need to be com-
puted during each iteration of the optimization. (c) Plot of
error in the ground state energy against iteration number dur-
ing optimization of a binary MERA for the ground state of
the critical Ising model on a 1D lattice of 72 sites. The solid
line represents the new algorithm where all environments are
computed simultaneously, whereas the dashed line represents
the traditional algorithm where environments are computed
sequentially. The algorithm based upon simultaneous com-
putation of environments takes more iterations to converge
to the same energy. (d) In this diagram the errors in ground
state energy from diagram (c) are plotted against time, and
the advantages of the new algorithm become apparent. Al-
though the original algorithm requires less iterations to con-
verge, these iterations take significantly longer than those of
the new algorithm, with the new algorithm requiring approx-
imately 40% less computing time than the original algorithm
to reach the chosen error threshold of one part in 10−5.

the time of each iteration of the sequential algorithm, the
overall computation time required for the simultaneous
algorithm to reach the chosen accuracy threshold is only
about 60% of that required by the sequential algorithm
[as shown in Fig. 5(d)]. This performance benefit was
sustained over repeated trials.
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VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The ability to efficiently contract tensor network
Ansätze is fundamental to the efficacy of many varia-
tional tensor network algorithms. The results derived in
this manuscript, which are applicable to arbitrary tensor
networks, have the potential to simplify the implementa-
tion of tensor network algorithms and to improve their
efficiency.

Theorem 1 simplifies the implementation of tensor net-
work algorithms by substantially reducing the number of
optimal contraction sequences which must be found by
manual or automated search. Identifying the optimal
contraction order for a given tensor network is a difficult
task; typically one must resort to a brute force approach.
With Theorem 1, once the optimal contraction order for
one environment from a closed network is known then
the optimal contraction order for any other environment
deriving from the same closed network may be obtained
directly. This result also provides a way to check for
inefficiencies in existing tensor network codes: if two en-
vironments from the same closed network are not being
contracted for the same cost then this implies an ineffi-
ciency which may be corrected.

Theorem 2 allows multiple environments to be effi-
ciently computed from a closed tensor network by sys-
tematically recycling the tensors which are calculated
as intermediate steps (as demonstrated, for example, in
Sec. V and implemented in Appendix A). This approach
is capable of providing significant increases in computa-
tional performance for variational tensor network algo-
rithms: Given a tensor network state consisting of N
distinct tensors, the resulting reduction in time required
for a variational sweep may be a factor as large as O(N).
In practice, however, many existing tensor network algo-
rithms already recycle some intermediate tensors, and so
the full O(N) performance increase is seldom attained: In
DMRG the left and right blocks are recycled, and like-
wise in MERA the effective Hamiltonians and reduced
density matrices at different levels of coarse-graining are
recycled. While the approach of Theorem 2 does not in
these instances confer a speedup that scales with N , the
total number of tensors in the Ansatz, it is nevertheless
still useful in maximizing the extent to which recycling
of intermediate tensors takes place. This was demon-
strated for the binary 1D MERA in Sec. V where an
overall performance increase of 40% (independent of N)
was observed. Moreover, the approach presented in this
paper may be thought of as providing a systematic way
of taking the recycling intermediate tensors, as currently
exploited to some degree in the DMRG and MERA algo-
rithms, and extending this to the variational optimization
of arbitrary tensor networks.
Finally, we consider the consequences of these results

for the tensor network and condensed matter commu-
nities. First, there is the obvious benefit that these
results reduce the level of complexity involved in pro-
gramming a tensor network algorithm. As an exam-

ple, the original algorithm9 for the binary MERA pre-
sented in Sec. V requires the programming of fourteen
different tensor network contractions, whereas exploita-
tion of the results of Sec. IVE reduces the number of net-
works to only two. This benefit is even more pronounced
for more complex, two-dimensional Ansätze such as the
2D MERA or PEPS. Second, there is the ability to
increase existing algorithm performance, albeit at the
expense of greater memory requirements. In practice
the majority of tensor network algorithms are seldom
memory-limited, and thus this increase in performance
corresponds to an increase in the simulation complex-
ity which may be tackled, and thus the precision of the
results which are obtained. Finally, and perhaps most
profoundly, there is the extension of intermediate result
recycling to arbitrarily-structured tensor networks. Ex-
isting variational tensor network algorithms generally ex-
hibit highly ordered structures specifically designed to
facilitate this recycling (for example the periodic struc-
ture of the MPS and of each layer of the MERA, and
the construction of the latter from predominantly uni-
tary and isometric tensors). By extending this recycling
behaviour to arbitrarily-structured tensor networks, we
open the door to efficient calculations on tensor networks
of arbitrary (and perhaps even evolving) design. Cou-
pled with the automated determination of the optimal
contraction sequence for a given tensor network,19 this
result opens the door to an entirely new form of varia-
tional Ansatz. Tensor network Ansätze of this form find
a natural application in the field of loop quantum grav-
ity, where a spin network may be thought of precisely as
an SU(2)-symmetric tensor network whose connections
evolve over time. It is also interesting to speculate that
the condensed matter tensor network algorithms of the
future might display adaptive capabilities, being capa-
ble of varying their interconnections in order to better
represent the entanglement structure of the state being
studied.
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Appendix A: Reference implementation

It is relatively straightforward to implement the ap-
proach described in Sec. IVE for an arbitrary tensor
network, permitting calculation of an arbitrary number
of tensor environments for a cost less than or equal to
3κ through the recycling of all relevant intermediate re-
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sults. A reference implementation in Matlab has in-
cluded with the arXiv version of this paper, and may be
downloaded as described in Sec. A 1. Standard usage is
described in Sec. A 2.

1. Obtaining the reference implementation

1. While viewing the abstract page for the latest ver-
sion of this paper (arXiv:1310.8023), click “Down-
load: Other formats”.

2. Click “Download source”.

3. Save the resulting file with extension “.tar.gz”.
This file is an archive containing both the refer-
ence implementation and the LATEX source for the
present paper.

4. Unpack the archive using your preferred unar-
chiver (on a UNIX system you could use tar xvfz
filename.tar.gz).

The reference implementation for efficiently computing
multiple tensor environments is provided by the file
named multienv.m.

2. Using the reference implementation

The reference implementation of the approach to
computing multiple tensor environments described in
Sec. IVE is provided in the form of a Matlab function
multienv(). Invocation takes the form

[env1 env2 ...] = multienv(tensorList,envList,

legLinks,sequence);

where the input parameters are specified as follows:
tensorList is a 1× n cell array containing the n ten-

sors which make up the tensor network.
envList is a 1 × n array of integers. If an entry

in envList is non-zero then the environment of the
corresponding tensor is computed and returned in the
specified output variable. For example, if the tensor
list is {A,B,C,D,E} and envList is [0 2 0 0 1] then
multienv() will return two tensors env1 and env2 cor-
responding to the environments of tensors E and B re-
spectively. If an integer is repeated, the corresponding
environments are added together. Thus an envList of
[0 1 0 0 1] would cause multienv() to return a single
tensor, being the sum of the environments of B and E.
legLinks describes the tensor network using the leg-

labelling notation given in Ref. 19. In brief, the ten-
sor network is represented using the customary diagram-
matic notation (for which a summary may be found in
Ref. 20) and an integer label is assigned to each index
(represented in the diagram by a leg). Summed indices
are associated with positive integer labels, while open

FIG. 6. (i) A closed tensor network diagram arising in the
optimization of the 3:1 1D MERA. (ii) Ordering of indices on
the tensors of diagram (i). Ordering for B is the same as for
A. Ordering for D and E is the same as for C. Ordering for H
is the same as for G. Note that ordering for tensor F differs
from C, D, and E because tensor F is customarily obtained
from tensor C in the 3:1 1D MERA by complex conjugation
and vertical reflection, and the process of reflection affects the
leg ordering.

indices are associated with negative integer labels. In
the present context it is required that the tensor network
have no open indices, so only positive integer labels are
required. The variable legLinks is then a 1 × n cell ar-
ray with each entry being a row vector whose entries are
the integer labels associated with the corresponding ten-
sor. The ordering of these labels matches the ordering
of the indices on the corresponding tensor in Matlab.
For example, Fig. 6(i) shows a closed diagram from the
3:1 1D MERA where all indices have been labelled with
positive integers. A convention is adopted for relating
the diagrammatic indices to indices in Matlab, whereby
the indices of a specific Matlab tensor are associated
with specific legs on the diagram. This is illustrated in
Fig. 6(ii), where (for example) the topmost leg on ten-
sor A is associated with the fourth index of the Matlab

tensor A(:,:,:,:). If tensor A is the first object to
appear in tensorList and tensor B is the second then,
reading the labels associated with tensors A and B off
the diagram of Fig. 6(i), legLinks takes the form {[1 2

3 13],[8 11 12 14],...}.
sequence is a row vector comprising positive inte-

gers and (optionally) zero, and specifies a contraction
sequence for the closed tensor network. Assuming all in-
dices in Fig. 6(i) are of identical dimension, denoted χ,
an optimal index contraction sequence for this example
network is

[11 12 14 15 7 6 5 4 9 8 10 16 1 2 3 13],

having a cost of 2χ8 + 2χ7 + 2χ6 + χ4. Interpretation
of this sequence proceeds as follows: The first entry in
the sequence is index 11, connecting tensors B and H.
The first step of the contraction sequence is therefore to
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contract together these two tensors, denoted (B,H). This
contraction is performed simultaneously over all indices
common to both B and H, and therefore also accounts for
index 12.21 The next entry in the sequence is index 14,
connecting the resulting object to tensor E, indicating
that the next contraction is

((B,H),E).

Proceeding in this fashion for the entirety of the index
list, one obtains the pairwise contraction sequence

((((B,H),E), (((F,G),D),C)),A).

Note that if the netcon() reference implementation given
in Ref. 19 is installed then this may be invoked to auto-
matically generate an optimal index-based contraction
sequence for a tensor network.

The multienv() function includes support for con-
traction sequences involving outer products, either where
two tensors are contracted despite not sharing an index
or where the tensors share only indices of dimension 1,
and the appropriate syntaxes for sequence in these sit-
uations are discussed in Appendix B. Further discussion
of the index-labelling notation for contraction sequences
may be found in Ref. 19, including an explicit algorithm
for converting sequences of index labels into sequences of
pairwise tensor contractions.

3. Example

The tensor network given in Fig. 6 is encountered
when variationally optimizing the 3:1 1D MERA in or-
der to compute the ground state of a local Hamilto-
nian. Assuming translation invariance of the Hamilto-
nian these tensors are taken to satisfy A = B, F = C†,
and G = H = A†, where † represents a combination of
complex conjugation with vertical reflection in the dia-
grammatic notation. The tensor which appears in both
positions A and B is known as an isometry tensor. The
environments to be computed from this diagram are:

1. The environment of E, corresponding to a contri-
bution to the lifting of the Hamiltonian (to be re-
turned in env1).

2. The environment of D, corresponding to a contribu-
tion to the lowering of the reduced density matrix
(to be returned in env2).

3. The environments of positions A and B, used in
the variational update of the isometry tensor (to
be summed and returned in env3).

4. The environment of C, used in the variational up-
date of tensor C (to be returned in env4).

To efficiently compute these environments one may in-
voke multienv() as follows:

tensorList = {A,A,C,D,conj(C),conj(A),conj(A),E};

envList = [3 3 4 2 0 0 0 1];

legLinks = ...

{[1 2 3 13],[8 11 12 14],[4 9 3 8],[6 5 2 4],[5 9 7 10],[1 6 7 16],[10 11 12 15],[15 16 14 13]};

sequence = [11 12 14 15 7 6 5 4 9 8 10 16 1 2 3 13];

[env1 env2 env3 env4] = multienv(tensorList,envList,legLinks,sequence);

The total cost for this invocation is 5χ8+4χ7+5χ6, which
may be compared with a cost of 10χ8 + 10χ7 + 10χ6 if
intermediate tensors are not re-used.

Appendix B: Sequences involving outer products

When calculating the environments of tensors in a
closed tensor network N , the need to compute outer
products may arise in two distinct situations. The first is
where the user-specified contraction sequence for a closed
network N involves the performance of outer products
between two or more tensors appearing in N . The sec-
ond is where removal of a tensor T from a network N
causes that network to separate into two or more disjoint

parts (or, if N is already disjoint, causes a non-disjoint
subnetwork of N to separate into two or more disjoint
parts). Calculation of the environment of T then neces-
sarily involves taking the outer product of these parts.
These two situations are not mutually exclusive, and cal-
culation of a tensor environment may include both user-
specified outer products and outer products which arise
when removing individual tensors to compute their envi-
ronments.

The second situation—where outer products arise
upon deleting a tensor T from a closed networkN—poses
no challenges beyond those already discussed within this
paper, and is handled automatically by multienv().
This Appendix, on the other hand, concerns itself with
the syntaxes whereby a user may specify a contraction se-
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FIG. 7. Example tensor network with trivial index. All in-
dices have dimension 3 except for the index labelled 2, which
has dimension 1.

quence to multienv() which explicitly involves the per-
formance of outer products.

1. Disjoint networks

When invoking multienv() the supplied tensor net-
work N may be disjoint, being made up of n separate
closed subnetworks N1, . . . ,Nn. The problem of con-
tracting network N to a number may then be subdivided
into the problems of contracting each subnetwork to a
number, and multiplying these numbers together. As a
number may be understood as a tensor of dimension 0,
formally these final multiplications correspond to outer
products between tensors of dimension 0. If multienv()
is supplied with a disjoint network N and a contrac-
tion sequence which reduces all subnetworks to numbers,
the contraction tree for network N is then completed
by performing the pairwise contraction (multiplication)
of these numbers until only a single numerical value re-
mains. Contraction sequences for the calculation of in-
dividual tensor environments are then determined in the
normal way by manipulating the resulting fusion tree for
the whole of N as described in Sec. IV.

2. Trivial indices

To perform outer products between tensors of dimen-
sion greater than zero during the contraction of a tensor
network N , one may introduce labelled connecting in-
dices of dimension 1. Consider the example

A = rand(3,3); B = rand(3,1,3);

C = rand(3,3,1); D = rand(3,3,3,3);

tensors = {A,B,C,D};

envList = [0 0 0 1];

legs = {[3 1],[1 2 4],[5 6 2],[3 4 5 6]};

seq = [1 2 3 4 5 6];

envD = multienv(tensors,envlist,legs,seq);

where the dimensions of tensors B and C are 3 × 1 × 3
and 3× 3× 1 respectively.22 This tensor network is illus-
trated in Fig. 7, and the given index contraction sequence
corresponds to a pairwise tensor contraction sequence of
(((A,B),C),D). The outer product is between the contrac-
tion product (A,B) and the tensor C, and corresponds to
contraction over the index of dimension 1 carrying the

numerical label 2. This label appears in the index-based
contraction sequence in the usual manner.

The inclusion of trivial indices is the most versatile
means of specifying an outer product as part of the con-
traction sequence, with the only drawback being the need
to explicitly include indices of dimension 1 over which the
contractions are to be performed.

3. Zeros-in-sequence notation

While any contraction sequence involving outer prod-
ucts may always be described using the trivial index ap-
proach of Appendix B 2, it is sometimes useful to use
a different notation involving the insertion of zeros into
the index sequence passed to multienv(). This nota-
tion was introduced in Ref. 19 as a means of describing
contraction sequences involving outer products when ap-
propriate trivial indices are not present. Although this
notation is not capable of describing every contraction
sequence which involves an outer product, for any given
tensor network there always exists an optimal (minimal
cost) contraction sequence which can be described using
this notation.

In brief, in Ref. 19 it was shown that for any tensor
network, if an outer product of two or more tensors is
required as part of the optimal contraction sequence and
the result of this outer product is denoted X, then an
optimal contraction sequence may always be found where
this outer product is always either

1. the final step in the contraction of the tensor net-
work, or

2. followed by contracting all indices of object X with
another tensor.

Outer products of these forms (and these forms only)
may be represented by inserting zeros into the contrac-
tion sequence, with the outer product of n tensors being
indicated by n − 1 consecutive zeros. To determine the
n tensors involved in the outer product when there are
more than n tensors remaining, indices are read from the
sequence after the zeros, and the tensors carrying these
indices are noted, until n + 1 tensors have been identi-
fied. Given the above constraints on the outer products
which may be represented using this notation, it then fol-
lows hat one of these n+ 1 tensors will necessarily share
summed indices with all n other tensors. This tensor does
not participate in the outer product, but is instead the
tensor which is subsequently contracted with object X.
For a fuller discussion of this outer product notation, and
of the optimal performance of the outer products of mul-
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FIG. 8. Example tensor network; all indices have dimension 2.
An index sequence of [1 0 2 3 4 5] corresponds to the pair-
wise tensor contraction sequence (((A,B),C),D),E) where the
second contraction to be performed is an outer product.

tiple tensors, see Ref. 19. An example is given by

A = rand(2,1); B = rand(2,2); C = rand(2,1);

D = rand(2,2,2,2); E = rand(2,2);

tensors = {A,B,C,D,E};

envList = [0 0 0 0 1];

legs = {[1],[1 2],[3],[2 3 4 5],[4 5]};

seq = [1 0 2 3 4 5];

envE = multienv(tensors,envList,legs,seq);

where the index sequence [1 0 2 3 4 5] corresponds to
a tensor contraction sequence ((((A,B),C),D),E) and the
network is illustrated in Fig. 8.

While this approach is not as versatile as the use of
trivial indices discussed in Appendix B2, it is neverthe-
less useful when an optimal contraction sequence is be-
ing automatically generated, for instance by using the
Netcon algorithm.19 Because there always exists an opti-
mal contraction sequence which may described using the
zeros-in-sequence notation, a search algorithm for opti-
mal sequences can return a valid response in this notation
even when all optimal contraction sequences involve per-
forming an outer product and no appropriate index of
dimension 1 has been provided.

By supporting the zeros-in-sequence notation for
outer products, multienv() is capable of directly ac-
cepting contraction sequences generated by the reference
implementation of Netcon provided with Ref. 19.
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